Increased galanin receptor occupancy in Alzheimer's disease.
Increased galanin (GAL) may be associated with the cognitive deficits characteristic of Alzheimer's disease (AD). However, both increased and decreased GAL receptor density has been reported in AD brain. Previous studies indicate pre-treatment with guanine nucleotides displaces endogenous GAL from GAL receptors (GALR), providing an indirect measurement of GALR occupancy. In addition, pre-treatment with guanine nucleotides may provide a more accurate measurement of GALR density since it would avoid the masking of GALRs by residual binding of endogenous GAL. Thus, in the present study, we examined the influence of pre-treatment with guanine nucleotides on 125I-GAL binding in multiple regions of normal and AD brain. Our results indicate that GTP pre-treatment enhances GAL binding in specific regions in normal and AD brain. In addition, our results suggest an increase in the number of GALRs occupied by endogenous GAL in the deep layers of the frontal cortex and the lateral hypothalamus of AD subjects compared to normal subjects. The regional differences in GALR density and receptor occupancy between normal and AD subjects may play a role in the cognitive disturbances associated with the disease.